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PBIS Times
CREATING POSITIVE SCHOOL CULTURE!
MR. HERNANDEZ WORLD HISTORY CLASSES
(3rd and 4th Periods):
Industrial Revolution Project
The Industrial Revolution is a period of history that has had a lasting impact on modern societies worldwide. In covering this
topic, I wanted the students to get a better
understanding of what life was like during
the Industrial Revolution as an industrial
laborer. After I gave a brief lecture on the
Industrial Revolution using the case of
Great Britain, it was explained to the students we would be doing a student-drive
project for the Unit. The guidelines were
minimal: Identify 5-6 images that symbolize the Industrial Revolution and decide as a class on which images would be used for the project. My two World
History classes did this and each class decided to use different images so as not
to copy each other. I required each class to have a factory, given that most people identify factories with this topic. The students decided on the rest of the
selected images. The materials used for this project were as follows: Chromebooks, white and blue construction paper on large rolls, the 6 primary colors of
paint, paintbrushes, rulers, the whiteboard, scissors, and imagination. The students had a week to complete the project and as the work progressed, each student’s role in the project transitioned as tasks were completed and new tasks
needed to be fulfilled. This illustrated the concept of division of labor critical for
industrial production. The final product was amazing, all of the students participated, certain roles naturally emerged (manager, laborers, etc.) and it was very
inspiring to see students display the skills necessary for productive collaboration. The students in the photo’s are Alfred Loza (using the ruler to trace the
watermill on the whiteboard and Gerald Castaneda (with the hoodie on painting the frame of the spinning mule).

PBIS– WHAT IS THIS?
PBIS stands for Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports. PBIS is not a
program, rather it is a “systems approach” for establishing the social
culture and individualized behavior
supports needed for schools to
achieve both social and academic
success for ALL students. Evidence
based features include:
* Define expectations and explicit
instruction of those behavior/social
expectations
* Acknowledgement of positive behavior
* Ongoing collection and use of data
for decision making
* Administrative Leadership/
Structures (coordination of services
and alignment of systems)

DID YOU KNOW??

Aztec Golds!!

Students can earn Aztec gear by earning Gold’s!
Example of earning Gold:
Accountability can be show n by co m pleting assignments
Be in the zone in the classroom! Use appropriate
language!

2016-2017
Kindness Sprinkling

Say things with tact! Be kind!
Empathy is show ing co ncer n to oth er s!

Lets show kindness!

Character is do ne w h en you do the r ight th ing !

On April 11, 2018 our students and staff will be
“Sprinkling Happiness” within our community! We
will be holding signs that are sure to have passerby's
smile and wave. We are excited to be participating in
this project again!

“If every single person made it a rule
that whenever you can, wherever you go
you will try to act a little kinder than is
necessary– the world really would be a
better place. When given the choice
between being right or kind, choose
kind”. –Palacio

TIPS AND TRICKS YOU CAN USE!
SAFE AND PREDICTABLE
ENVIRONMENT
STUDIES SHOW THAT STUDENTS
EXCEL IN A SAFE AND PREDICTABLE ENVIRONMENT. IF STUDENTS
KNOW WHAT IS EXPECTED, IT IS
EASIER FOR THEM TO FOLLOW
THOSE EXPECTATIONS AND ACCEPT CONSEQUENCES IF THEY ARE
NOT MEETING THEM. WHEN STUDENTS FEEL CONNECTED TO
THEIR SCHOOL OR COMMUNITY
THEY ARE LESS LIKELY TO WANT
TO HURT EACH OTHER. WHEN
THEY HAVE A SENSE OF BELONGING, THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO
WANT TO KEEP THEIR ENVIRONMENTS CLEAN AND SAFE. STUDENTS ARE LESS LIKELY TO GET
SUSPENDED OR EXPELLED WHEN
THEY ARE CONNECTED AND HAVE
A REASON TO WANT TO STAY IN
SCHOOL AND IN THE COMMUNITY.
TRY TO FIND WAYS TO HELP STUDENTS FEEL CONNECTED TO
THEIR CLASSROOM, TDS HIGH
SCHOOL, AND THE COMMUNITY.

Classroom Norms: Th ir d Quar ter m ay be com ing to a clo se, but it ’s never too
late to revisit classroom norms. Engage students in a discussion about how students
should act and how they can all work to enforce those expectations.
What helps you to learn while you are in class?
What stops you from learning?
What are some things we can agree on related to how we will all treat each other?
How will we respond if someone fails to keep those agreements?
Positive Affirmations: Starting th e day off r igh t can change ever yth ing. If yo u
like hearing kind words, make sure you use them on your kids: “Please and Thank You, I
am so glad you are here, Great Job, I am so proud of you!”
Affective Questions: Th ese 5 m agic questio ns can ch ange a co nfro ntatio n
into a discussion. When a situation arises with a student either talk about these or have
them answer them in writing:
1.

What happened?

2.

What were you thinking at the time?

3.

What have you thought about since?

4.

Who has been effected?

5.

What needs to happen to make things right?

